
Live Webinar!

Unlocking Examiner Rejections: Using 
Forward Citations Strategically in 
Prosecution, Litigation & Due Diligence

Thursday October 26, 2017 Noon Eastern



• Thank you for joining us!

• Housekeeping:
• Gene Quinn from IP Watchdog is today’s moderator

• All attendees will be mute during the webinar

• Q&A will be through the “Questions” section in the GTM navigation panel on the right

• We will be recording this webinar and will distribute the link and the slides post event

• Please complete the post webinar survey – we value your feedback
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Welcome!



• Matt Troyer, Product Director of Patent Analytics

• Bernie Tomsa, Patent Attorney & Partner of Brooks Kushman, P.C.

• Kent Richardson, IP Strategist & Business Attorney, The ROL Group
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Speaker Introductions



How Examiner Rejection Data Drives 
Business Decisions



• Develop more useful patent portfolios

1. Protect product roadmap from free riders
2. Develop strong defensive portfolios 

(read on competitors’ products, 
fence in key patents, source key patents from ROW)

3. Make money from their IP
(target licensees, infringers, potential buyers)

• The problem is

• Patent portfolios are large and unwieldy and difficult to mine
• Patent owners want assurance that their patent investments will provide returns
• No practical visibility into competitors’ portfolio examination where it impacts you
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Portfolio Managers & Their Law Firms are Challenged to:



• Problem:
• Is there mineable data, that surface key decision metrics to support the stated 

goals?

• ~9000 US examiners read and attempt to invalidate ~650K patent applications 
annually.  Can we leverage these data in a useful way?

• Solution:  
• To mine office actions for specific rejection data
• Provide our customers the data in a useful and actionable format
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Our Challenge:  As a Data Service Provider, How Can We Help?
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Review: What are the Requirements for Patentability?

• Patentable subject matter (§101)
• Novel (§102) *
• Non-obvious (§103) *
• Follow the required formats & procedures (§112)
• Restriction: One unique invention per patent (§121)

• Why Examiners Cite Patents:

• Build Novelty Arguments (102) (3% of citations)
• Usually a single reference

• Build Obviousness Arguments (103) (16% of citations)
• Usually two (2) or more references

• Let the public know they considered/reviewed the document as potential prior art (81% of citations)



Rejection Source

• From Examiner Office Actions
• In a 102 (Novelty) argument, each element is 

supported in a cited patent’s specification.
• In a 103 (Obviousness) argument, multiple 

patents are used.
• Examiners cite the specification

(description) not the claims
• Therefore, the citing patent may or may not

claim the same invention
• Investigator must determine if the claims are 

substantially similar and act accordingly.
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Reverse 
Rejections
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Forward
Rejections



• Validate a Patent’s Quality
• Identify Opportunities to Build Prosecution Business
• If what was blocked was not claimed, opportunity to file a continuation
• Anticipate how the “blockee” may respond and file improvements with a continuations.

• Alert Patent Owners
• Who is working directly in their space
• Who may be fencing in their ability to practice their invention
• To likely infringement and to patents that they can use defensively.
• Opportunities to sell or license patents to competitors or companies not directly on 

their radar.
• Mine ROW for patents that may be acquired to build a portfolio through acquisition.
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Forward Rejections



• 149,248 Forward 102’s Recorded in 2017 (as of Oct 19th)

• Typical Mature Patent Owner (or Agent) Can Expect
• ~One forward 102 for every two patents granted per time period
• ~Eight forward 103’s for every two patents granted per time period
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Scale of Forward Rejections
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Litigation Use of AcclaimIP’s Forward 
Rejection Data Feature
Bernard Tomsa, Shareholder, Brooks | Kushman P.C.
Note: The case discussed herein is purely hypothetical
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1) File History Estoppel Against Asserted Claims – for a defendant, you can find 
previous statements, typically from outside counsel, made about a patent-in-
suit when the patent-in-suit was previously cited against the now plaintiff in 
prosecution of another matter

2) Claim Construction Estoppel - for either party, you can find previous 
statements made about a term of art or a construable term in other, 
otherwise unrelated matters from the opposing party

3) File History Estoppel Against Invalidity Arguments – for a plaintiff, you can 
find instances where the defendant’s outside counsel previously 
characterized aspects of prior art when the prior art was previously cited 
against a defendant in prosecution of unrelated matters, and when the prior 
art is now being asserted for an invalidity teaching 
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Three Litigation Opportunities For Using Data



(Note – the fact pattern here was specifically designed to highlight best-
case scenarios and is grossly oversimplified)

Entity MassiveHard (MH) is suing Orange (O) asserting the ‘192 patent, and 
alleging that O’s oPhone infringes the patent, based on a claim that recites:

“An apparatus comprising: 
a processor in communication with a wireless transceiver, both included in 

a battery powered wireless computer.”
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A Sample Case



• By using AcclaimIP’s Forward Rejection Data, O’s counsel runs a search on 
the ‘192 patent and sees that it was cited against MH in an unrelated 
matter (the ‘385 application).  
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Patent In Suit

Cited Against

Links to Case



After reviewing the file history of the ‘385 matter (the MH case against 
which the ‘192 patent was cited in 2012), O’s counsel discovers that MH 
made the following comment during prosecution:
“…of course, when the `192 patent discusses a ‘wireless computer’ it is 
plainly referring to what is commonly known as a ‘laptop computer.’ The 
present `385 application, however, is directed to a smartphone, which a 
skilled artisan would understand as not being conceptually included in the 
prior art’s recitation of ‘a wireless computer’… ”
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Good News for O cont.



MH may be bound by the statement made by MH’s attorney in the ‘385 
matter back in 2012.  The attorney carelessly characterized the now patent 
in suit, and distinguished over a ‘192 claim term by characterizing the claim 
term as distinct from a technology against which the claim is now being 
asserted.   (the attorney stated that the phrase “wireless computer” 
meant laptop and specifically not a smartphone).
Because the attorney in the ‘385 case did not know the ‘192 patent would 
be asserted and because the attorney assumed that no one would ever find 
this characterization, as the two matters have no explicit commonality 
other than ownership, the attorney was content to make the distinction in 
the attempt to get the ‘385 patent allowed.
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MH File History Estoppel



(Note – the fact pattern here was specifically designed to highlight best-case scenarios and is grossly oversimplified)

• Entity MassiveHard (MH) is suing Orange (O) asserting the ‘192 patent, and 
alleging that O’s oPhone infringes the patent, based on a claim that recites:
“An apparatus comprising: 
a processor in communication with a wireless transceiver, both included in a 
battery powered wireless computer”

• During Claim Construction, MH wants “a wireless transceiver” to be construed 
as “a component for sending and receiving data wirelessly, including at least 
cellular data.”

• This portion also assumes that the previously demonstrated File History 
Estoppel no longer exists – i.e., this is a second fact pattern based on the 
original facts on slide 15.
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Part 2, Claim Construction Estoppel



• Now, O’s counsel uses AcclaimIP’s Fielded Search function to find all 
instances of cases where MH (as the assignee) used the term “wireless 
transceiver.”

• The search returns 489 cases -

• O has several options:
1. O can use the text searchable file histories to scan all responses where MH makes 

a reference to “wireless transceiver”

2. O can use the Forward Rejection Data to see if MH distinguished concepts from 
“wireless transceiver” when any of the 489 MH cases were also cited against MH

• O could also look at every rejection ever faced by MH that included any
case with the phrase “wireless transceiver” to see if MH distinguished 
certain technology from the phrase
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More Good News For O



While the preceding analysis may take some time, the text searchable file 
histories and the fact that O can target rejections against MH from cases 
that included the phrase “wireless transceiver” in the prior art teachings 
make this a manageable project.  As a result of the diligence, O finds:
1. 11 cases where MH discussed “wireless transceiver” as being 

limited to Wi-Fi
2. 4 cases where MH distinguished a cellular transceiver from MH’s own 

prior art recitation of a “wireless transceiver”
3. 3 cases where MH distinguished a cellular transceiver from other prior 

art recitation of a “wireless transceiver”
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More Good News For O cont.



All in all, MH had 18 distinct instances where it distinguished “wireless 
transceiver” from a cellular transceiver in the prosecution of MH patents.  
It could be potentially very difficult for MH to stand in front of a judge or 
jury and argue, in good faith, that what MH means now by wireless 
transceiver is just different from what MH meant all those other times MH 
(by proxy through outside counsel) defined the term as being something 
other than a cellular transceiver.
Remember – MH is trying to have “wireless transceiver” construed as 
including a cellular transceiver.
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MH’s Claim Construction Estoppel



(Note – the fact pattern here was specifically designed to highlight best-case scenarios and is grossly oversimplified)

• Entity MassiveHard (MH) is suing Orange (O) asserting the ‘192 patent, 
and alleging that O’s oPhone infringes the patent, based on a claim that 
recites: “An apparatus comprising: 
a processor in communication with a wireless transceiver, both included 
in a battery powered wireless computer”
• O alleges that the ‘192 patent is invalid, asserting 3rd party reference ‘111 

that teaches “a processor with high speed remote communication 
capability.”  O argues that “remote communication capability” includes 
the idea of wireless transmission and reception.
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Part 3, Invalidity Estoppel



• MH uses AcclaimIP’s Forward Rejection Data to discover that the ‘111 
patent has been cited against O eight total times in three separate 
matters.
• MH goes to the text searchable file histories in each citation instance to 

see what O’s outside counsel said about the ‘111 patent while responding 
to the rejection based on the patent.  By searching the text of each 
response filed by O, MH discovers that O’s counsel said:
• “while the ‘111 reference does teach ‘remote communication capability,’ the ‘111 

reference is utterly silent on this concept including wireless transmission or 
reception.  Unlike the instant application, the ‘111 reference appears to be directed 
at wired communication, and ‘remote’ likely refers simply to the location of the 
receiving entity, which is presumably also connected in a wired manner to a 
common network.”
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Finally, Good News for MH



• O’s outside counsel had absolutely no reason not to characterize the ‘111 
reference’s teaching of “remote communication capability” as not including 
wireless communication.  O needed the distinction to get their own case 
allowed, the ‘111 reference was not a reference owned by O, and O’s counsel 
had no crystal ball to see that O would need the ‘111 reference as an invalidity 
reference at some point in the future.
• Nonetheless, by choosing to put the statement that the ‘111 teaching ‘does not 

include wireless communication,’ on the record, O’s counsel may have bound O 
to this position.  O will likely have a difficult time arguing that ‘remote 
communication’ suddenly now, when convenient, does, in fact, include wireless 
communication.

Remember that O submitted the ‘111 patent as prior art teaching “wireless 
communication” as part of an obviousness invalidity argument
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O’s Invalidity Estoppel



• Up until the tools provided by AcclaimIP were available, the costs of manually 
sifting through file history to find the preceding instances of data were 
prohibitive at best, and the process itself was adjacent to impossible.  

• Forward Rejection Data provides an opportunity to discover, within minutes, 
whether or not the opposing party has ever faced any patent involved in a suit 
in any previous prosecution done on behalf of that party.  

• Those facts, in turn, lead to fast access to text-searchable Applicant responses 
in the file histories.  This allows informed counsel to quickly look for admissions 
made unwittingly by outside counsel during prosecution.  Those admissions 
may now be damning to, or at least create significant difficulty for, aspects of a 
suit.
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Making the Impossible Possible… and Cheap



• Patent-in-Suit – Search for PiS, determine if PiS was ever cited against Plaintiff 
in prosecution of Plaintiff’s other patents. If yes, determine if Plaintiff’s counsel 
ever distinguished over a now-relevant concept in a manner inconsistent with a 
current position.
• Claim Construction – Search for any time that: 1) opposing party used a 

construed term in other filing; 2) any time a patent including the other term 
was cited against opposing party.  If found, search for term in text of outside 
counsel responses in file history.  If found, determine if comments made about 
term are inconsistent with proposed construction.
• Invalidity – Search for Invalidity Art, determine if Invalidity Art was ever cited 

against Defendant in prosecution of Defendant’s other patents.  If yes, 
determine if Defendant’s counsel ever characterized a teaching, now asserted 
for invalidity, in a manner inconsistent with the invalidity position now taken.
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Summary of Tactics



Thank you!

koloughlin@anaqua.com
Visit: www.Acclaimip.com


